Are the dot-like chromosomes in Trinomys iheringi (Rodentia, Echimyidae) B chromosomes?
In this article we review the existing cytogenetic information on the polymorphic dot-like chromosomes in Trinomys iheringi, the only species in the family Echimyidae harboring them, and provide new data on the frequency, banding properties, meiotic behavior and DNA composition of these minute chromosomes. Since no individuals lacking these chromosomes have hitherto been found, one of the main properties of B chromosomes, i.e. dispensability, has not yet been tested, so that some reasonable doubt might exist on whether they are true B chromosomes. The dot-like chromosomes were also present in the twelve new individuals analyzed, showed intraindividual variation in number, most likely due to mitotic instability during development, failed to show C-bands, showed late-replication, paired among them in meiosis, but not with the large chromosomes, and appeared to be mainly composed of telomeric DNA. These results suggest that these dot-like chromosomes might actually be mitotically unstable micro B chromosomes showing very high frequency in the natural populations thus far analyzed. But, to be confident of this conclusion, individuals lacking the dot-like chromosomes should actively be searched in future research to test their dispensability.